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Sustainable Development Goal 7

• What strategies are necessary to reach 

sustainable development goal (SDG 7) on 

access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all?



• Investment in solar photovoltaics into developing 

countries is growing

• Kenya and Tanzania have emerged as the main 

attractors of investment in off-grid renewables, 

solar photovoltaics in particular

Sources. REN21 2018, 2016; Baker and Sovacool 2017



• Policy makers are seeking to achieve ‘sustainable energy 

for all’ objectives increasingly through entrepreneurial

clean energy technology ventures in developing countries



Research objectives

• Open a discussion and to understand what role 

entrepreneurship can play in achieving sustainable 

developmental goals (developmental perspective)

• Using entrepreneurship in the (off-grid )solar energy 

sector as a case study that directs attention into the role of 

innovation capabilities (entrepreneurship / innovation 

perspective)



Research questions

Given that there is a political interest in promoting 
entrepreneurship to achieve development & clean energy 
objectives… 

• How can the activities of solar photovoltaics’ entrepreneurs 
and firms be differentiated? 

• What role do innovation capabilities play for the trajectories of 
(mainly off-grid) solar energy firms?



Entrepreneurs/firms as agents of future-creation

• Entrepreneurs and firms create new processes, innovate 

new products and services, open new markets and even 

organise new industries (Brush 2008)

• Entrepreneurial action can create novel combinations of 

knowledge – i.e. innovations that may change dominant 

patterns of behaviour over time (Fuller and Warren 2006) 



Innovation capabilities

• Innovation capabilities have been the focus of long-standing 
analytical and policy interest in developing-country contexts 
(M. Bell 1997; M. Bell and Figueiredo 2012)

• Possessing them a powerful route to more valuable 
economic development (Oyelaran-Oyeyinka & Lal 2016)

• Foresight capabilities appropriate in innovation activities 
geared for inclusive development (Aguirre-Bastos and 
Weber 2018) 



How to differentiate innovation capabilities of firms?

• World leading, advanced, intermediate and basic innovation capabilities (M. 
Bell and Figueiredo 2012)

• Innovations that are: (OECD 2005)

• new to the world

• new to the market/economy

• new to the firm

• no innovation

• Bulk of economic activity in OECD economies imitative kinds of innovation 
rather than the creative innovation associated with world leading 
capabilities (Arnold and Bell 2001)

Source: M. Bell and Figueiredo (2012); Oslo Innovation Survey (2005)

Bell & Figueiredo’s framework 

is based on research in Asia and 

Latin America, and their studies 

focused on manufacturing firms



• Industry, media reports, donor database and interviews were used to 

create a database, which lists 52 (mainly off-grid) solar PV companies 

operating in Kenya and 55 in Tanzania

• Describes the characteristics (background, geographical reach, 

investment, business model, and social impact) of the firms

• Much of data available from publicly available sources

Methodology and data



Findings

• Innovation capabilities of entrepreneurs/firms are illustrated 

by describing their knowledge, skills and actor-networks 

• Individual companies are placed across the four levels of 

the categorization (innovations new to the world; new 

to the market/economy; new to the firm; no innovation) 

for illustrative purposes

• Examples of innovation activities by firms are provided 

across each of these four ‘levels’



Innovations new to the world

• Knowledge. Perform complex problem-

solving activities, create innovative business 

models and organisational processes that 

remove ‘barriers’

• Skills. Ability and motivation to perform 

cutting-edge activities in spite of uncertainty 

regarding profitability or success.

• Actor-Networks. Attract major venture 

capital. Proximity to global donor, finance, 

and technology networks. 

Mobisol: recycling of e-waste

M-KOPA: pay-as-you go pioneer



Innovations new to the market/economy

• Knowledge. A typical founder has 10-20 years 
of entrepreneurial and business experience 
through finance, IT and/or consultancy, and 
studied in world leading universities

• Skills. Advanced firms are distinguished by a 
design approach and technological
sophistication. Firms are diverging from lighting 
products to off-grid appliances in multiple 
categories. 

• Actor-Networks. The build-up of a track record 
through donor financing is hoped to help these 
ventures grow. Increasingly catered by challenge 
& impact funds, and even venture capital.

Azuri: machine learning with solar

Strauss Energy: solar roof tiles 

in Kenya



Innovations new to the firm

• Knowledge. Specialization can mean a focus on 

experimenting with a particular technology. Slower 

growth trajectory. Includes firms that provide 

engineering solutions, energy audits, operations, 

maintenance, or project development. 

• Skills. Founders with higher education and business 

experience (e.g. from MNCs). More limited integration 

of technologies.

• Actor-Networks. A few firms attract funding for pilots 

or scaling up. Small start-ups may resort to 

crowdfunding strategies. Local incubators, aided by 

international funding, act as platforms for 

experimentation. 

Helvetic Solar has been a local 

private sector pioneer offering solar 

energy products: PV modules, solar 

water heaters, battery banks, 

generators, and back-up units as well 

as solar kits. 



Limited innovation

• Knowledge. Multiple firms, both small and 

some larger, have limited internal capabilities or 

resources to implement innovation.

• Skills. Entrepreneurs and firms in this level 

focus on the management, supply chain and 

servicing of the customers. 

• Actor-Networks. Few such firms are 

connected to global innovation networks. Their 

operational models do not hold elements that 

would imply improvements for the customer. 

Provide necessary functions in the PV niches

Many firms continue to offer 

solar panels and systems as 

their core activity. Photos taken 

from Arusha and Dar es

Salaam, Tanzania.



Conclusions

• Kenyan and Tanzanian PV leaders have been able to generate innovations 

new to the world, have useful connections (e.g. to universities, finance, 

technology), and contribute to the world innovation frontier and own 

competitive advantage (cf. Hobday 1995: East Asian firms). Such capabilities 

could be important for, e.g. finding solutions to complex problems 

• How can firms ’move’ along these categories? What are the limitations 

for (especially local) firms to move ’up’?

• How should these dynamics be interpreted in the light of the SDGs, a 

claimed shift towards market-based transformations, and future niche-

building efforts?
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Figure 1. Global new investment in clean energy by sector, USD billion 

(2004-2017). Investment into solar is the bottom pillar (BNEF 2018)



Methodology and data

• Changes in Kenya’s and Tanzania’s solar PV innovation 

spaces were observed between 2013 and 2017. 

• Initial groundwork from 42 semi-structured interviews. For 

this work, interviews with some of the key 

entrepreneurs/firms and experts were used 





Innovations new to the world

The invention of the pay-as-you-go model is conventionally 

associated with M-KOPA Solar in Kenya around the year 2010

Mobisol recently established a 

partnership with electronic waste and 

battery recyclers to ensure the 

recycling of off-grid solar components

Figures: M-KOPA and Mobisol Tanzania (Mobisol systems transport on Lake Victoria, Tanzania)



Innovations new to the market/economy

• Azuri Technologies optimizes use of solar system

with machine-learning

• Strauss Energy, a Kenyan firm, has piloted

installation of solar roof tiles

• Juabar leases solar kiosks to a network of 

entrepreneurs



Innovations new to the firm

• In Tanzania, Helvetic Solar a local pioneer that offers solar PV modules, solar 
water heaters, battery banks, generators, and back-up units as well as solar kits

• Solar Sister trains women entrepreneurs, provides them with mentorship and 
support, and organises awareness-raising activities

• In Kenya, Solar Works and SunTransfer developed skills through international 
partnerships



Limited innovation

• Many firms continue to offer solar panels and systems as core activity

• Retail, supply, distribution and installations remain integral to PV niche

• Some operate as distribution partners to the more innovative 

companies

A solar shop in Arusha (left) and in Dar es Salaam (right) Tanzania.



Findings

Innovative 

capability 

Illustrative elements 

of capability

Examples of knowledge, 

skills, actor-networks

Innovation new to 

the world

 Find key solutions with complex problem-

solving activities

 Push the innovation frontier

 Attract major venture capital

 Extensive piloting, major partnerships (M-KOPA)

 Started recycling off-grid solar components, such as 

batteries and e-waste (Mobisol)

Innovation new to 

the market/ 

economy

 Incremental innovation and technological 

sophistication

 Imitate role models

 Attract large investment, possess strong 

networks

 Founders left previous jobs, moved to Tanzania, 

performed search activities to refine the business 

model (Devergy)

 Provide an algorithm to optimize solar power output 

(Azuri)

Innovation 

new to the firm

 Many local start-ups and SMEs

 Attract seed financing, some access to 

global innovation networks: scaling up 

takes time

 Locally designed solar-powered roof tiles - pilot 

installation in a rural school (Strauss Energy)

 Early pioneer in Kenya developed skills through 

international partnerships (SunTransfer)

Limited 

innovation

activities

 Adapt to new requirements, few business 

model changes 

 Attract little foreign investment

 Limited innovation activities

 Focus in the supply chain

 Retail, supply, distribution and installations, shops i.e. 

multiple firms in the sector


